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‘ invention‘ ‘relates ‘generally to methods of 
‘- ‘and hmeansifor forming. plaster or cement .walls‘ 

and ceilings; including solid ‘as well as hollow 
types of, both o'utsideand inside walls. ‘v The in 

‘ vention isjparticularly. applicable to formation‘ 
and ?nishingrofythe ‘loutsidetof outer plastered‘ 
onstucco wallsqand ‘ceiling, though cement ‘or 
other materials mayrbe handled according to the. 
sarheprocrgssyand: will be understood to be in 

in‘ cluded within the scope of the invention and of 
"the;.1appended..-clairnsg 1“ ‘ e 

‘ l The‘ primary ‘object of the‘ invention is to pro 
vide» an extremelyarapid“ and at the same time 

. inexpensive methodpi forming walls andceilings 
1‘ of ‘.‘‘plaster, ‘cementitious; ‘and, similar materials, 

H ‘ and‘ of forming} ornamental beads or moldings, if j 
“ ‘l ‘ desired, in thesameoperation, or by themselves. 

In accordance witlrthe‘invention, there ispro 
vided a‘ comparativelyjlarge smooth plane ‘sure ' 

20‘ face or troweLra‘nd‘means whereby vthis ‘trowel 
mayxbe movedjand‘guided along ‘the surface of 
the ‘wall to be constructed. ,_The plaster is placed ‘ 
from a‘ position, to‘ the 'rear» ,, of the“ wall ‘being 
formed by‘hand 1orwith use ‘of mechanical means 

25 such.as;alcementqgunjagainst the“ surface of 
this trowel. The‘trowel is‘intermittently or slow 
ly‘moved ,along the plane ofthis‘ wall, and the‘ 
.plasteris placedagainst it and built up to requi 

‘ ‘ site thickness. ‘The moving trowel ?nishes the 
.30 surfaceio?the‘plaster so placed against it, and 

“is passed .butonc‘e over the ‘wall surface. Solid 
‘or cored wallsmay‘be formed. by the use of two i = 
such.‘ trowels I moved along as the wall is built, 

' ‘whichl?nishes both Iw‘alllsurfaces at one “opera-l 
.35 tion. .In this“ case the‘ cementitious material is 

placed‘ between theltwo trowels or ?nishing sur 
faces fromabove or. from the open side. 
Asa ‘niqdi?cationwhichlis useful insome cir 

. "oumstances,‘paperfpryclothfis so‘ placed that it ‘ 
~40 actsla's the?nishing mold‘ and lies between the 

‘ plaster ibeing plae'ed andjtheiorm or trowel which ‘ 
lis moved‘alongback of theupoint‘ of placement 

‘ 45 Somet'iiriesvit‘is‘advantageous to have this paper 
‘ in a'roll‘on‘ the back. sidefofifthe trowel and lead » 

itirom theroll ‘acrossfthe‘ face .of the ‘form, the 
paper-‘being’ fasteneduto th‘e'lpl‘aster‘ ‘or cement 

“ at the starting-corner. The ‘paper is‘ allowed 
toqremain onithe iplaster until thoroughly‘set . 
and is then removed.”1 Di?’erent textures ‘of ?n 
ish are obtained by, using di?'erent‘textures of ‘ 
paper. ._In certainyinstanc‘es,‘ “forms, correspond 

‘ ‘ . mg to_ impresslonsdesired inkthe surface are Yfas- ‘ 
1.86 ‘termed tethetpaperv and leave?their, imprint in 

v the surface,‘ Also, in some instancesfblocks or ‘ 
tile or ‘otherparticles are placed in the surface ‘ 
of the plaster or cement‘by ?rst pastingthem‘on , 
thepaper or cloth, and which thus :‘become im-l 
bedded in the wall:sur»face. , .Y . ‘ 

‘Various objects and features'of theinvention 
will appear and be made apparent in‘ the follow 
ing detailed ‘description of present illustrative‘ 
forms of the invention, reference ‘for this purposev 1 
being had in‘?the‘ accompanying ‘drawings, in 10‘ 
‘which: l. 3p 

‘ Fig. 1 shows the upper portion of the‘exterior ‘‘ 
wall of ‘a‘twoj-sto'ry building being .‘plasteredin 

‘ accordance with‘ the present invention; . 
‘ . Fig. 2 is ‘a view of the lower portion of the 15f 
same exterior wall; 7 l ‘ l i 

Fig. 3 is‘ a vertical section taken on line 3—3 ‘ 
of ‘Fig. 1;‘... .I 1 v . ‘ ‘ ‘ i 

Fig. _4‘ is‘iav vertical section taken on‘ line 45-! ‘ 
ofFig. 2; ‘r ‘ .f f r; 

Fig. 4a‘shows a modi?cation of trowel ‘guiding 

means; , ‘ ‘ " @e Fig. 5 is a‘rear elevational‘ View of the trowel; . 

Fig. 6 is a view taken asindicatedby line 6—‘-6. 
oiFig.5;‘:f “25 

Fig. 7 is a view showing a‘modi?cation; ‘ 
Fig. ‘8 is ayview taken on line v87-8 of Fig-.7; . 
Fig. 9 is. ‘a view showing a further modiflc‘a- ‘ 

tion;.- 1 l ‘ ‘ Fig. 10 is aview taken on‘line; [0-5-40 of Fig. 9; 30 
. and 

‘Fig. 11 is a'view showing a stillfurther modifl- f ‘ 
cation, in which ‘both surfaces of a wall. are 
‘formed and ?nishedin the same operation. . l; . 

Referring ?rstto Figs. 1 to ‘7,.inclusive, I, indi 
cate‘generallylat"v l0 an‘un?nished buildingtbeing . ‘ 
plastered inaccordanceiwith the‘ present inven- ‘ “ 
tion, Figspl and 3 showingthe upper. portion} 
of the building‘and Figs. 2am‘ 4 ‘showing they 
lower portion .of said ‘building. “ In saidvlews ‘40 
‘foundation walls are indicated at 12, lower and 
upper ?oor joistsare indicatedlat l4 ‘and 15,‘ re 
spectively, concrete ?oor ‘slabs ‘are‘shown at l6, 
?ooring at‘ Ilia, andceilings at! 1.“ Wall stud 
ding (of wood‘or.SteeIIQisindicated,at l9, ‘andl45 
at l9a are indicated framing members surround-' 
ing the Window openings‘. Wire mesh ,reen‘forcq 
‘ing for the plaster is indicated at 2l,.being shown " 

‘ as stretchedover columns ‘II and studding, IS. 
The invention‘is here illustrated as applied to ‘.50 

a building having a ?re wall or parapet,2_5,»and‘ 
the . reenforcing wire ‘mesh j‘2l ‘ is shown as “ 

‘ stretched up over‘the'top of the inner frame work‘ . ‘ ‘ 

of said ?rewall and down back of its inner sur 
~ face, as clearly indicated'ini‘Fig. 3. The'reen- 1555‘ ‘ 



forcing screen is also stretched within the win 

10 

dowopenin'gs de?ned bymembers I9a, as indi 
cated inYFig. 4. 

The vertical plane of the outer surface of the 
' wall to be constructed is indicated in Figs. 3 and 
4 at _W. [A large ?nishing form or trowel 30, in 
the present instance of substantially the vertical 

I dimension of. a-story of the building, is positioned 
with its inner vertical‘ ?nishing surface "3| in‘ 

. wall plane W. I Though this trowel‘ member may 
' v..bemechanically‘constructed in- various ways, I 

here show a preferredconstruction in which the 
" ‘trowel is made up of a series of horizontally ex 

is 
tending sections, 32 placed edge to edgeand cone. _, 
nected at theback by suitable frame work. For' 
instance, as shown in Figs. 5 andv?rtheibackj 
surface of each trowel section 32 is, provided‘ 

> > with a pair of, spacer members‘ 33. Angle irons, 
such as indicated at 34 and 35, are screwed to” 
thesesnacermemhers,.as-by screws 35 to secure 
adjacentusections, together._ To enable readily‘ 
changing‘, the ‘number’ of trowel sections used, 

' thesemangle ironsare ‘preferably usedfin pairs, 

25 

.30 

comprisingYupper members 3,4 and lower mem 
bers?bhtheupperand lower members of each 
‘_pair being arrangedwiththeir ?anges 31 in en 
gagementwith one another as shown in Fig. 5. 
Theseengaging flanges are secured ‘together by 

‘ bolts, 38,, It, will; be evident _that' the trowel may 
be assembled with diiferentnumbers of trowel 

“sections depending upon the extent of overlap 
‘ of angle irons _34 _andu35. 

3; to extend over ‘the top of and 

For thespeci?c use ,illustratedinFig. 3, the 
: trowel is formedat the .top in such a manner, as 

behind ?re wall 

25, as _indicated;at 40.,v _ c c - 1 ' , 

‘ Guide means are provided forthe trowel where 
by theu-trowelis movable in ayhcriaontal direc 
tion in the plane W of the wall surface to be 
formed. . For instance, the trowel shownin Figs. 

- l and 3 is'provided at the bottom with rollers 
4?..sunrorted onmquntinss 43 on the lowerends 
of its__anglleyiron_s. 35, which'runfin aztraclg? 
mounted on brackets 46 temporarily secured ,to 

i the building, structure,‘ as by being bolted to ver 
tical columns H. The otherhorizontal _edge‘_ of 
theitrowel, which in the instance of Fiss- land 
3 overhangs ?re wall 25, is ‘likewise provided 
withrollers 48 running _in_ a track 49supported 
by the building structure. These tracks and 

- rollers support ‘_the'trowel with its smooth sur 
‘ face.“ in plane W, andpguide the‘ trowel for 

55 

horizontal‘ linear movement, in said ,plane. 
' The leading 'andtrailingedges ‘of the trowel 
are (beveled or, rounded as atttd, and the sur 
ifacejl, of the trowel is usually as smooth as 
possible, ‘In, some instances- itcis '_ desirable _ to 

.uincreasenthe.smoothnessof the tITOWel bythe 

65 

use..,of.,oil, wax, etc.,,an'd in certainjjnstancesl 
mayface the. trowel with suitable materials such 
as vulcanized rubber,_etc- _ 
‘I'heplastering operation is carried on as fol. 

‘lows: The; trowel-is.?rstqpositioned on its tracks 
at :one end-.of-thesurface ‘to-be'plastered, for 
rinstancegat theyleftéhandend ,of'the wall sur- . 

' faceshown in Fig.1. The plaster is then placed 
against .this trowel, from the rear, and ‘this is 

~- preferably, though not necessarily, ‘done with: a 
70 plasteror cement gun 6050f any known or ap 

‘propriate type, in the hands. of 'the plasterer 
(seeFig'.v 3)‘. Whenareenforcing'screen or mesh 
is used, the plazster‘is thus’ shot from the gun 
through such-screen _andv‘agains't surface'3l of 
the trowel, and is sobuiltnp to the wall- thick 

2,187,223 
ness desired. The plaster thus shot or placed 
against the trowel is indicated at P in Fig. 3. 
When the surface 3! of the trowel has been 

nearly coveredwith plaster, and the plaster has 
been built up to the thickness desired, a second 
operator moves the trowel forwardly on its tracks. 
In so moving, the trowel ?nishes the surface of 
the plaster already placed, and also keeps up 
with the plasterer‘ handling the gun. Thus, the 
plasterer handling the‘gun, works along the wall, 
building up the wall to‘proper thickness from 
bottom to top, and the trowel is moved just suf 
.?ciently fast to keep up with the plastering op 
eration, .the trowel always presenting a backing 
up ‘surface against which the plaster is discharged. 
It will beevident that the trowel may be moved 

jcontinuouslyor intermittently, though in either 
event the average speed of the trowel must be 
such as?tc, keep abreast of the plastering opera 
tion. Thus ‘the traveling trowel finishes. the 
entirewall surface, and at the same time serves 
as a backing for the plaster which is being placed 
or shotfrom theback side of the wall. 
Sometimes it is'desirable to allow the plaster 

' to'partially or wholly set before moving the 
trowel, in which case more than one trowel may 
be used on the work. The operators after plac 
ing cement back of‘ oneltrowel, go to another 
and another and the ?rst one is moved just 
before the man with the cement gun’ gets ready 
for it_in its new position In such a case, of 
course, the trowel members may not be moved 
in the plane of the wall surface. 1 
The trowel preferably passes but once over the 

wall surface, and it will be evident that by this 
method a plaster or cement wall may be con 

. structed with great rapidity. , 
A. convenient means for'moving the traveling 

trowel‘ is indicated in Fig. l of the drawings. A 
cable v62 is attached to the trowel, as in the 
manner, illustratedand this cable is passed over 
a guide, pulley 63 and down to-a winding mecha 
nism 64 turned by the second, operator. 

Figs, 2 and 4 show the second ‘stage in the 
plastering of the side wall of the two-story 
building illustrated in'the drawings. The trowel 
3t!v in this instance is‘ flat from top to bottom, 
except _for the curvature at its leading and trail 
ins edges, , , s f s t 

,The track 45a at'the bottom is the, same as 
before. Theupper track and guide roller, how 
ever, support and guide the trowel from the back. 
Thus, angle, irons 34 carry rearwardlyv extending 
rollers _61 whichengage in a track B8,carried by 
va bracket 69 supported by false workgenerally 
indicated at 10. The track and rollers at the 
lower edge _of the trowel carry theweight of the 
trowel, while track ,68 and rollers '61 backup the 
trowel and hold it upyto wall" plane ‘W. The 
trowel is of. su?icient, heightto overlap and en 
gageaportionof the outer surface of the pre 
viously laid second story half-of the wall, and 
this engagement holds the trowel; against, tilting 
inwardly; In plastering a one-story building _or 
wall surface, the track and rollersatthe lower 
edge of the trowel are duplicated at the upper 
edgeof ‘the trowel,,=as indicated at 4212 and 46b, 
respectively, in Fig.‘ 51a. . 

- Where the height of 'a vertical wall requires 
more vthan one level of placement, as in Figs. 1 
to 4,‘ it is generally preferable to place the top 
level ?rst and to Work downwardly. This pro 
cedure keeps; the workcleaner,‘ and the'joints be~ 
tweensuccessivelylaid sections will slope in the 
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paper {direction wastes“; leakage-through the 
“wall‘frém‘ rain, etc. i, ‘ . . 

l ,fTl'iefwindow andfdoor] openingsuare treated ‘in 
‘ ‘ the following‘ manner. lj‘a?separate?form is‘1 used 
‘for each‘_bi;'the“_surfaces‘not“in‘ the‘large wall 
.‘planeto‘ beii‘forined bythe‘large' mold‘ or ‘ 

r‘ instance, indicatedf‘in “Fig. ‘4, a 
'builtgand placed in the “window open 

“ing, its“ top “it, bottom “ ll ‘ immerses ltfbeing 
‘speced..wiihiezih‘ . . . 

framing members tile.“ ‘This opening form or box 
e‘l‘previously, mentioned window 

A‘ 1 extends ‘out to‘ the‘finished surface plane .W, and 
“the back ofthewform‘ “is closed,“ as at‘iid, 

‘15 

‘2'0 
‘ ‘ guided tohandle surfacesl other‘ than vertical H 

.25 

‘so 

a 

respect the plaster. “ rl‘he plaster ‘is filled inhe 
‘tween‘ this form and‘ framing memberellla, as 
indicated Iat‘fli i vtl'ius providing “plaster “window 

9 opening‘ surfacesi?ld ‘ “ ‘ i "' 

It will be evident that thesmolcl or trowel ‘may 
‘be of any‘s‘i'ze‘or shape appropriate to the work 
to be done, and that‘ itemay‘ be {positioned and 

Wallsurfaces, as for instance ‘ceilings, A given 
trowel‘ of the construction ‘described ‘is adjust 
able to work of‘different types and siaessimply 
‘by removing or‘ adding sectionawhich are‘held 
‘together by the rigid frame ‘members 36,‘ 35. 

, ‘Moldings, beads‘?llets, etc., where desired, are \ 
“formed either by themselves: or simultaneously 
‘withthe wall surface, by use or a special trowel 

' ’ 'I'hus,- the ‘ 

trowel inFig. 3 is shown‘provided with sections , ‘ 
section having‘ the gjformldesired. 

86 formed at d‘! toprovide ornamental molding 
,88 near the upper edge of the wallsurface. ‘ l , 

Figs. "7‘ and 8‘ show a modi?cation, of, the 
method, in whichl‘a roll ‘of paper1 ?ll-is mounted on 
the back surface of thetrowelpnear‘its leading 

9i supported‘by brackets d2 secured to the trowel. 
The paper villla‘frorn‘the roll is ledufrom the roll 
around the leading edge of the‘ trowel‘and‘acrcss 
its face, ‘and is‘fastenedas (Fig. ‘8) ‘, at the 
beginning end of, the“wall to be‘ formed. ‘This 
paper unrolls as the trowel moves, and is allowed 
to remain on the plaster or cement until 
thoroughly ‘dry,'and is then removed. This paper 
is of use with ‘plasters and cements or certain 
kinds of consistencieaand is usefulin ‘protect 
ing againstithe sun and too rapid drying. Differs 
ent‘ textures of finish . are obtained by using 
different papers of ‘different textures. Moreover, 
in certain instances, impressions‘ desired in the 
‘surface are applied‘to‘ the paperand so? imprinted 
‘on the wall ‘surface, ‘If desired,‘ the layer of ' 
paper 90a, adhering to the wall surface may of 
coursejbe drawn off and ‘rolled back up. on the 
‘roll on the back of the trowel, the trowel simply 
being moved in reverse‘ direction‘on its tracks as 
the paper is re-rolled. ‘it will also beevident that 
the ‘paper may be used without necessarily sup 
plying‘ it froma roll mounted on the trowel; 

‘ broadly,‘any manner‘ of placing a suitable ?ex 
‘ ible sheet ‘of paper, or any suitable'equivalent, 
in the plane‘ offthe wall surface will‘ serve. , 
As a ‘further modi?cation, the‘paper sea from 

roll 90 is rolled‘up‘as the‘trowel moves one roll 
lllll located ‘on the back or ‘the trowel near its 
trailing edge‘; dsindicated in Figs.‘ 9 and 10. 
Such a method‘is of advantage, where it is desired 

‘ to use the paper‘ for the purpose of imprinting 

.70 ‘a characteristic‘ impression on the wall u -face, 
and where it is not‘desirable to leave the paper 
in contact with ‘the wall surface while the wall 
drys. ‘It will vbe evident that this roll of paper 
or. the’ roll as used in Figs. "7 ‘ and‘ 8,‘ may be used 
to carry tile‘ or ‘other particles" which it is, de 

the surface oflthe‘ paper before rollingjit up; It has previously been described that in‘some 
instancesthe trowelgmembers may not be moved 
until the wall-material is partially orfwho‘llyl'set, 
‘and‘in‘ such instances’, of‘ course, there is noj 

. occasion for moving the trowels‘ in the‘ plane of 
the wall surface. Such a method‘is particularly 
‘applicable in‘connection with use of‘. a ?exible 
. sheet‘ in the plane of‘the wall ‘surface, backed up 
by the trowel member. .In such an operation, the 
“wall surface is formed by the‘ltextu‘re ‘of ‘the 
1 sheet, and the‘trowel member may not be moved 
for the purpose of ?nishing the surface,‘ but may 

' be allowed to stand until, the wall material ‘is 
partially or wholly set, as‘heretofore“described. 

“sired-‘to embed in the? plaster or‘ceme‘nt‘surface . i 
‘ “of‘thewall, such ‘particles'i‘simply being‘ pasted 

, orisecured in anyieasily, detachablemanner on 

.‘Thus the‘ trowel members may either have‘ the . 
‘dual function of backing-up memberand travel 
ingf?nishing member, ‘or, especially‘in case of use 

‘ of the flexible‘ sheet, simply the function of back 
ing-‘up “member. The expression trowel as herein ‘ 
de?ned denotes the members 30 whether said 
members have both functions, 1. e., backing-up 
and smoothing, or only the single function of 
‘backing-up, and itwill therefore be‘understood ' 
‘that usage of the expression trowel does not, 
within the‘ meaning‘ herein adopted, denote or “ 
imply ‘travel in the plane‘of‘the wall surface,‘ and 
that such travel is not necessarily present unless 
expressly speci?ed. ,‘ ‘ ‘ ' 

Fig. 11 shows‘ ‘a modi?cation in whichboth sur 
faces of a wall are troweled or‘?nished simul- ; 
taneously. ‘This method is particularly useful in ‘ 

‘ “ v , constructing solid walls, but may‘ also be used 1 . 

edge, the roll beingjmounted‘on‘avertical'axle ‘ to form reenforcedor cored‘walls; Fig. 11 shows 
a wall Hi5 being ‘constructed in accordance‘ with 
this method. Two trowels 30 are. used, one‘for 
each surface of the wallyand are moved along “" 
as the wall is built, the plaster or cement‘being 
placed between the‘ trowels. The trowels‘are » 
‘moved to keep up‘ with the‘plastering operation ‘ i 
in the same manner as with thesingle“ trowel 
method previously described.‘ Eachltrowel is 
provided at the bottom with aroller I06 and track‘ 

‘‘ H11, and at its back, near its‘ top, with a roller 
‘ Ill-5 engaging in a track I09 supportedly by false ' 
work llll. As here shown the upper roller ‘is 
mounted on a vertical axis, and is engaged on 
both sides by the‘ ?angesyof the track, which is 
of channel shape,‘ with its channel facing up 
wardly. Thus the upper track ‘and roller not only ‘ 
holds the trowel up to the work, but ‘also‘pre 
vents it from tilting inwardly beyond the exterior 
,surface of the wall to be formed. It will be 
evident that this type ‘of roller and track may 
‘be used with the trowel‘ of Figs. 3 and 4, if desired. 
I have now illustrated my invention by way of 

giving a somewhat detailed description of ‘typical 
[equipment for carrying it into effect; ‘it is to‘ be 
understood,’ however, that various changes in 
design, structure and arrangement of suchequipr‘ 
merit as well as modi?cations in the method of 
use of the. equipment, may be made‘ without de 
parting from the spirit‘and scope of-the inven 
tion or of the appended claims. ‘ ‘ ' 

I claim: > ‘ > 

1.‘ The method of forming a plaster or cementi 
tious wall that is comparatively thick relative 
to its heighhthat comprises placing a compara 

50 
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so 

tively large surfaced trowel member in the plane . 
of theputer surfaceoi the wall to be constructed, 
‘placing‘the wall material in a wet state against 
said trowel from the rearward side‘ of the wall 75 



"4. 
'to be constructed, said trowel serving as aback 

,10 

,15 

,20 

.25 

ing ' for the wet material as said material is 
placed in position, and moving said trowel to keep 
it abreast‘ of :the material as'placed and to ?nish ‘ 
the outer‘surface ofsaid material. 
I 2. The method of forming a wall of plaster or 
cementitious material about an openwork reen 
forcin‘g frame, that comprises placing a compara 
tively large surfaced trowel member in the plane 
of the 'outer surface of the wall to be constructed, 
impacting the wall material in a wet state ‘against 
said trowel from the rearward side of the wall to 
be constructed, said trowel serving as a backing 
forthe wet material as said material is placed 
in position, and moving‘ said trowel to keep it 
abreast of the material as placed and to ?nish 
the outer surface of said material. 

3; Means for forming a wall of plaster or ce 
mentitious ‘material, comprising a comparatively 
large surfaced trowel having a ‘?nishing surface, 
means for guiding and-supporting said trowel in 
a substantially upright position for linear move 
ment with its ?nishing surface traveling in the 
plane of the exterior surface of the wall to be‘ 
constructed, and means for impacting the wall 
material in a wet state against the ?nishing sur 

. face of the trowel. 

.39 

‘ 4. Means for forming a wall of plaster or-ce 
mentitious material, comprising a comparatively 
large trowel having a ?nishing surface, and hav 
ing a mold section extending thereacross, means 
for guiding and supporting said trowel in a sub 
stantially upright position for linear movement 
parallel to the direction of said mold section and 
with its ?nishing surface traveling in the plane 
of the exterior surface of the wall to be con 
structed, said finishing surface being adapted to 
back up the plaster or cementitious material 
placed to form the wall and to ?nish the exterior 
surface of said material by movement on its guid 
ing means. . > > 

5. Means for forming a wall of plaster or ce 
mentitious material, comprising a comparatively 
large surfaced trowel member, means for sup! 

2,187,223 
porting said trowel member in a substantially 

1 upright position with its front surface in'the 
plane of the exterior surface of the wall to be con 
structed, a ?exible sheet supported in said plane 
in contact with the front surface of said trowel 5 
member, and‘means for‘impacting the wall mate- ‘ 
rial in a wet state against said ?exible sheet at 
places backed up by said trowel member. 

6. Means for forming a wall of plaster or ce 
mentitious material, comprising a comparatively 
large trowel member embodying a plurality of 
contiguous sections and means for securing said 
sections together, means for supporting said 
trowel in a substantially upright position with 
said sections in the planes of the exterior sur 
faces of the wall to be constructed, and a ?exible 

. sheet positioned in contact with at least one of 
'said trowel sections, whereby wet material may 
be impacted against said sheet backed up by said 
trowel section. 

'7. The method of forming a wall of plaster or 
cementitious'material about openwork reenforc 
ing means, that comprises placing two compara 
tively large surfaced trowel members in the 
planes of the two surfaces of the wall to be con 
structed, impacting the wall material in a wet 
state between said trowels, said trowels serving 
as backings for the material as it is placed in 
position, and moving said trowels to keep them 
abreast of the material as placed. 

8. The method of forming a wall of plaster or 
cementitious material about an openwork reen 
forcing frame, that comprises stretching a ?ex 
ible sheet in the plane of the outer surface of 
the wall to be constructed, impacting the wall 
material in a wet state against the inside sur 
face of said ?exible sheet, and placing a backing 
up member which is comparatively large but is 
of lesser area than said ?exible sheet in sup 
porting relation to the outer surface of said sheet 

. at places where the wet material is being im 
pacted against said sheet. 
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